About Criminal Law

PLEASE READ THIS IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Regarding an Arrest, DUI, Police Action- of any kind, or if you have been charged
with or suspected of a criminal activity-

“DO NOT TAKE A WAIT AND SEE APPROACH !”
It’s a fact that many people do not get the legal
protection they need. Under the law, you are
INNOCENT until you are PROVEN guilty. The
evidence against you may not be enough to prove
that you are guilty. Anthony Fusco, Jr. has lifelong
expertise reputation and excellence in representing
Defendants has proven this in many cases.

IF YOU ARE ARRESTED, contact Anthony Fusco, Jr. immediately. Call
973-779-1163. 24 hours, 7 days a week to discuss your legal options. Any
criminal charge or charge of a suspicion of criminal activity can have a
defendant fighting for his or her fundamental freedoms. It is well known
that the sooner a highly knowledgeable and experienced Criminal Defense
Lawyer is brought into a criminal case or investigation, the better potential
results for the client.
I have proven over and over again that according
to the laws of our Constitution, a person is
innocent until they are PROVEN guilty... proven
guilty beyond a reasonable doubt, by an impartial
jury of their peers.
Anthony Fusco, Jr.’s best legal advice is that it is
most important that a person charged or suspected or accused of a
criminal act does not take a wait-and-see approach. This approach very
well may jeopordize the outcome of your case.
Be pro-active and seek a consultation with an
experienced attorney. Do not seek answers to questions
about your rights and legal status from police officers
and prosecutors.

Only an attorney has a legal duty to act in a client’s best interest. Fusco
and Macaluso’s individual attorny and team expertize, as well as my
reputation and excellence in the field of Criminal Law is recognized by
Judges, Law Enforcement, Organizations and Attorneys as one of NJ’s
finest in Criminal Defense! Why? Because Anthony Fusco, Jr. has
repeatedly demonstrated that in many many cases, the evidence against a
person may not be enough to prove that they are guilty beyond a
reasonable doubt.
For more information about your specific case, you must contact us
immediately. We are ready and available to help you learn about your legal
options at anytime day or night, 24 hours, 7 days a week and all holidays.
The expert attorneys at Fusco and Macaluso advise that anyone charged
or suspected of a crime or criminal action, take immediate action to seek
options for their situation and that they do not gamble while their freedom
is at stake!
Contact Anthony Fusco, Jr. at Fusco and
Macaluso, who’s highly skilled and knowledgeable
reputation in Criminal Defense, Trials and other
Legal matters is well known in the state of New
Jersey.
Anthony Fusco, Jr. is a proven fighter. He is highly regarded by the New
Jersey Legal Community as an attorney who will stand up for your legal
rights and fight for your exoneration.
Please, feel free to stop at my office, to review, to read, and to clearly see
the pride I show in my many achievements as a successful criminal trial
attorney for the people.
At my offices, anyone can
immediately read and recognize
the countless “Headlines” not
only in major newspapers, major
magazines, clippings, photos,
testimonials, but in collections of
articles and memorabelia on
long- running news- making
cases during my career as an
Defense Attorney.
The Law Firm of Fusco and Macalus, P.A. is conveniently located at the
corner of 150 Passaic Avenue, Passaic, New Jersey. Close to Passaic
County Courts and NJ major highways that link the State of New Jersey.
“CALL US, IF YOU NEED US.”
The Law Offices of Fusco & Macaluso
150 Passaic Avenue,
Passaic, NJ 07055
973-779-1163

